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The emergence of young generation was marked by the emergency of some young generation association (OKP) such as Indonesian Young Enterpreneur Association (HIPMI). HIPMI is an association which concern with entrepreneurship and expected to participate on the development of it among young people. HIPMI of Kota Bandar Lampung Representative office (BPC HIPMI Kota Bandar Lampung) is also expected on youth capacity building in term of Enterpreneurship in Bandar Lampung region through various kinds of program created by HIPMI. The high number of poverty, high unemployment rate and least number of UMKM at Kota Bandar Lampung shows a mismatch of the role of OKPs that actually OKPs are expecting to help government on reducing poverty by improving Enterpreneurship capacity among societies especially among young people. By this situation, researcher is interested on research about performance accountability of OKPs especially BPC HIPMI Kota Bandar Lampung.

This research used qualitative methods approach. The research result shows that performance accountability of civil society organizations which is conducted by BPC HIPMI Kota Bandar Lampung has not been going well yet, especially in term of professional and legal accountability. Those can be seen from : democracy accountability that has been run well professional accountability that doesn’t run yet and legal accountability doesn’t run either
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